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1 Introduction

As pointed out by Coetzee (2009), the study of what is still often called “free variation” (but not by those who study it) has followed a largely parallel history to the development of Generative Phonology following SPE. Weinreich et al. (1968) stands as the programmatic document for the subfield of Variationism, and was published the same year as SPE. Since that time, variation theory has continued to develop, and some aspects of it have become partially incorporated into mainstream phonological theory. This chapter will outline the development of variation theory, how it touches on current topics in phonology, and the direction that variation theory seems to be moving into the future.

2 The origins and early development of variationism

2.1 Attack on the idiolect: Grammar as a social object

Weinreich, Labov & Herzog’s (1968) “Empirical foundations for a theory of language change” (henceforth WLH) stands as the foundational document for modern variationist study. While Labov (1963) could be cited as the earliest modern sociolinguistic study, charting the social motivation of /ay/ raising in Martha’s Vineyard, WLH is more programmatic, and theoretically explicit. They extensively critique both the Neogrammarians (Hermann Paul specifically) and Chomsky for centering the idiolect as the primary focus and theoretical idealization of linguistic inquiry.

For Paul, speakers represented their sound systems with a bipartite kinesthetic (articulatory) representation, and a “sound image” (perceptual) representation, and the entirety of Language consisted of an associationist network between these images.1 These representations and associationist networks are only properties of individual speakers’ minds, thus making the idiolect the only scientifically principled object of study for Paul. He treated larger scale dialects or languages as researcher artifacts, effectively averages over the idiolects of whichever speakers the researcher chose to include in the averaging.

The Chomskyan idiolect that WLH critique is a much more abstract notion than Paul’s, famously summarized in Chomsky (1965):

Linguistic theory is concerned with an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely homogeneous speech-community, who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest and errors (random or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance.

Both the theories of Paul and Chomsky allow for variation, but not in any theoretically interesting way. For Paul, principally interested in sound systems, the bipartite articulatory and perceptual representations define an underspecified target which allows for scattered phonetic realizations surrounding it. For Chomsky, variable performance from an actual speaker encumbered by memory limitations etc. is to be expected. Structured variation, either within individuals or larger speech communities, gets no linguistic account.

1Weinreich summarizes these “images” as “traces in the unconscious of physically and consciously perceived utterances.”
WLH propose a different ontology for Language which identifies it first and foremost as a social object which is only reflected in individual idiolects. In this approach, the only coherent object of linguistic study was the **Speech Community Grammar**, which is constituted of rules that capture the orderly heterogeneity of language, specifically **Variable Rules**. It is easy to read some of the variable rules proposed by WLH as being far-fetched in their specification. For example, variable /r/ vocalization in New York City is given the following specification:

1. \( /r/ \rightarrow g[r]/\underbrace{\{K\}}_{\#} \)
2. \( g[r] = f(\text{Style, Class, Age}) \)

The rule in (1) is a fairly straightforward string rewrite rule with the barest added complexity of a probabilistic function \( g() \) over the output. The symbols \( \langle K \rangle \) and \( \langle \# \rangle \) specifying the target environment are fairly uncontroversial components of any formal system in phonology, representing a following consonant and a word boundary. The rule specification becomes more unorthodox in (2), where the probabilistic function \( g() \) is defined as being a function \( f() \) over Style, Class and Age. That is, socioeconomic class is being included within the formal system of phonology by WLH.

At first glance, this move to include socioeconomic structures in the formal system of grammar may appear exotic to some theoreticians, but is principled on the basis of WLH's ontology of language. Neither of the rules (1) and (2) are meant to be understood as properties of any speaker's mind. These are rules in the Community Grammar, and as such they need to not only capture the linguistic distribution of variants, but also their social distribution. This point is made more clearly in Labov’s 2006 notes in the second edition of the Social Stratification of English in New York City:

Language as conceived in this book is an abstract pattern, exterior to the individual. In fact, it can be argued that the individual does not exist as a linguistic entity.

### 2.2 Developing the theory, blurring the lines

However this non-mentalistic approach to grammar and variable rules was almost immediately blurred in Labov (1969), where variable rules are framed as more precise versions of “optional” rules from Generative Phonology (i.e. mentalistic rules). I’ll illustrate the proposed formalism using the well studied TD Deletion Variable, which produces the variants *mist—mis’* and *old—ol’*. The rewrite portion of the rule is easily formulated:

3. \[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Cor} \\
\text{-cont} \\
\text{+obs}
\end{array} \right] \rightarrow (\emptyset)
\]

Enclosing the rewrite string in parentheses indicates that rule is optional, and is associated with some probability of applying, represented by \( \varphi \). Properties of the contextual conditioning affects this input probability. For example, in most English dialects the TD Deletion process only occurs when there is a preceeding consonant. We’ll add this the the rule specification with \([+C]\).

4. \[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Cor} \\
\text{-cont} \\
\text{+obs}
\end{array} \right] \rightarrow (\emptyset)/\left[ +C \right] \#
\]

According to the rule specification, if /t, d/ preceded by \([+C]\), the probability of the rule applying remains \( \varphi \), and if it is \([-C]\), then the probability of the rule applying is 0. That is, \([\pm]\) valued features in the contextual conditioning defines features that potentiate the application of the rule with probability \( \varphi \), and the absence or incorrect valuation of these features disallow any application of the rule.

Again, in most English dialects, if the preceding segment is a strident fricative, TD Deletion becomes more likely. We’ll add this to the rule with \([\alpha \text{ strident}]\).
Features valued \([\alpha, \beta, \gamma \ldots]\) have the effect of boosting the probability of rule application, \(\varphi\) higher.

Finally, there may be some conditioning factors that increase the probability of rule application to be nearly categorical. For example, some speakers have categorical deletion of /t/ when followed by /l/ in words like swiftly and softly. This can be incorporated into the rule with \([\ast\text{lateral}]\)

| (6) | Cor \-cont +obs \rightarrow (\emptyset)/ [+C \alpha \text{strident}] \[\ast\text{lateral}]# |

Features valued \([\ast]\) have the effect of making the rule application obligatory.

The formulation of variable rules in Labov (1969) thus provided new machinery for the valuation of features

| (7) | (a) \([\pm]\) These features potentiate variable application  
(b) \([\alpha, \beta, \ldots]\) These features increase the probability of variable application.  
(c) \([\ast]\) These features make rule application obligatory. |

A mathematical model was also defined for translating the linguistic specification of a rule like (6) into a probability \(\varphi\), which I won’t address in detail here. The subject of how to capture the combinatorial effects of favoring and disfavoring factors into a final output \(\varphi\) was the subject of considerable theory development (Cedergren and Sankoff, 1974; Kay and McDaniel, 1979; Sankoff and Labov, 1979) eventually being obviated by the use of logistic regression, a subclass of Maximum Entropy models (Goldwater and Johnson, 2003).

### 2.3 Discoveries of the theoretical outlook

However, the more generic result that promoting and inhibiting effects on variable processes are regularly combinatorial (regardless of the specific mathematics) is crucially non-trivial. For example, TD Deletion is more likely to happen when the following segment is a consonant than a vowel (Labov et al., 1968), and this pattern of higher pre-consonantal deletion than pre-vocalic deletion is maintained across all other morphological and phonological contexts. It is not logically necessary for this to have been so. In his critique of variable rules, Bickerton (1971) brings up the fact that Labov (1969) proposes that up to 6 features may influence variable rule application. The full crossproduct of 6 bivalent features results in 64 unique linguistic contexts, which Bickerton (1971) suggests is too many unique probabilities to track and maintain the distribution of for just two variants, especially if it necessary to maintain their appropriate ordering so that in all crossproducts the ordering of effects remain the same (e.g. pre-consonantal deletion > pre-vocalic deletion). As Cedergren and Sankoff (1974) point out, it is not necessary to track this many probabilities since the the conditioning factors on variation exhibit some degree of probabilistic independence. That is, for a variable rule with 6 influencing features, there are only 6 promoting/inhibiting weights to track, and these combine in a regular way.

However, the misunderstanding of probability in Bickerton (1971) is instructive, since in contemporary approaches to variation, tracking 64 unique probabilities is not treated as being so far fetched. For example, in in Exemplar Theoretic approaches to sound systems, the core linguistic unit is the phonetic memory trace of words or phrases (Bybee, 2002; Pierrehumbert, 2002), producing as many possible probabilities as there are utterances. In a more restrictive approach, Coetzee and Pater (2011) and Moore-Cantwell and Pater (2016) have proposed lexically indexed faithfulness constraints, but don’t suggest an upper limit on how many may be included in any given grammar. In principle, this means speakers could be tracking as many unique (and independent!) probabilities as there are items in their lexicons.

The fact that the conditioning factors on variation appear to be orderly and combinatorial is not just an article of faith, nor an operating assumption of variationist research, but is one of the central results of variationist inquiry. Despite all that may be cognitively possible, it appears that speakers decompose variable contexts...
into a number of conditionally independent factors, track promoting and inhibiting weights of these factors, and recombine them in some regular way (be that additive, multiplicative, or logistic). That is, linguistic variation appears to be influenced and constrained by many of the same structures and representations that categorical alternations are, meaning variation theory is dependent on theory development from the rest of linguistics, and variation data can also serve as evidence for theory development throughout linguistics.

Labov (2006) also set out to make strong claims about the orderly and combinatorial nature of the social conditioning of linguistic variation. For example, after finding that r-vocalization in New York City was class, gender and style stratified, Labov set out to explore the following hypothesis:

If any two sub-groups of New York City speakers are ranked on a scale of social stratification, then they will be ranked in the same order by their differential use of \(r\).

This could be considered another way of describing what Irvine and Gal (2000) call “fractal recursivity”, except it would seem that Labov is trying to tie the stratification of \(r\) to a more abstract latent variable of “stratification” that is sometimes projected onto class, sometimes onto style, and sometimes onto which department store speakers were working in.

However, this approach to social compositionality has been met with mixed success, especially with the development of intersectionality theory (Levon, 2015; Crenshaw, 1989). A clear recent example is Gates’ (2017) work on Multicultural London English [MLE] (Cheshire et al., 2011) in a London high school. In this school, there is a large gendered difference in the racial/ethnic diversity of peer group networks, with girls having more homogenous and ethnically identified groups, and the boys having more diversified groups. As such, it is nearly impossible to socially decompose MLE use as a gendered, racial, or peer group effect, as these three social dimensions appear to be co-determining each other.

2.4 Critiques of variable rules

There were a number of important critiques of the Variable Rules paradigm during its development beyond doubting the capacity of human cognition to accommodate probabilities.

2.4.1 Variable Rules are not Generativist

One important critique is due to Kay and McDaniel (1979), which focused on Labov’s (1969) theoretical framing of mentalistic variable rules as more precise versions of generativist optional rules. They rightly point out that in the original generative paradigm, a grammar is meant to define the possible and impossible strings of the language. An optional rule merely allows an additional string type into the set of possible strings of the language, and in this respect, is indistinguishable from a variable rule. For example, adding the TD Deletion rule sketched in (5) to the grammar of English has the effect of allowing both [mist] and [mis] as licit outputs for \(mist\) in English. The probability of the rule’s application \(\varphi\), and any complexity in computing it, contributes nothing additional to this fact (but see §4 on variation in OT, and gradient acceptability below).

Variable rules are designed to capture the \textit{frequency of alternating tokens} in language use, not the licitness of types. It has been demonstrated that the frequency of use of alternating tokens is part of speaker’s arbitrary knowledge of their language, thus must be considered a component of their linguistic competence (Roberts, 1997). For example, Smith et al. (2007) and Miller (2013) have found that individual children’s frequency of use of alternating variants ([\(\lambda w\)]\(\sim\)[\(w\]) and [\(s\)]\(\sim\)[\(h\)]\(\sim\)[\(\emptyset\)], respectively), is correlated with their specific caretakers’ frequency of use of these variants. That is, children in Chile not only acquire from their caregivers the knowledge that [lapis], [lapih] and [lapi] are licit output strings for the lexical item \(lapiz\) (pencil), but have also acquired a specific \textit{and arbitrary} frequency with which to use these strings. The variable rules paradigm maintains the identity relationship between speakers’ competence and their grammar, but necessarily moves away from the generative paradigm of defining grammars over linguistic types.
2.4.2 Arbitrary or Universal

It is important to emphasize that it is the the arbitrariness of these probabilities that necessitates accounting for them in speakers’ competence, much like any other aspect of language. Of the real-valued probability space between 0 and 1, learners acquire a specific and arbitrary probability for vocalizing /r/, leniting /s/, or /s/. We can argue that these probabilities are arbitrary because not all children acquire the same one, and we can argue that they are acquired because the probability children do acquire is influenced by their linguistic environment (their primary caretaker’s usage rates) (see also Labov (1989)). However, if it could be determined that some usage rates were not arbitrary, then there would be no need for speakers to represent them in their grammars or competence at all. This should be reminiscent of the debate in phonetics regarding universal vs language specific phonetics, or whether, for example, the voicing effect on vowel duration is an intrinsic (learned) or extrinsic (universal) effect (Keating, 1985).

Within the variable rules framework, this debate has been had regarding the conditioning factors on variables from at least two different approaches. Guy and Boberg (1997) suggest that the effect of the preceding segment on TD Deletion is actually a reflection of the more general Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). The more features preceding segments share with /t, d/, the more they promote deletion (e.g. coronal fricatives promote higher deletion than other fricatives). Under such an account, it isn’t necessary for a learner to acquire specialized probabilities on a feature-by-feature basis. Rather, they just simply need to apply their independent knowledge of the OCP to the variable rule. A second approach, advocated by Temple (2009) for TD Deletion specifically, is that most of the conditioning factors can be accounted for by natural coarticulatory and fast speech rules. That is, children have little to learn about TD Deletion specifically, they simply acquire the broadly applicable articulatory strategies for their language and apply them.

2.4.3 “Different ways of saying the same thing”

One of the most challenging aspects of the theoretical construct “sociolinguistic variable” is defining it. The long standing definition is that sociolinguistic variants are “different ways of saying the same thing”, and that the more abstract linguistic object that is being realized with these variants is the variable. At first glance, it appears easy to trivially apply this definition to phonological variation where we are dealing with minimally contrastive non-meaningful units. However, the variationist approach has long been applied to variation at the morphosyntactic level (Weiner and Labov, 1983; MacKenzie, 2013; Sankoff and Thibault, 1977). Lavandera (1978) criticized this move, as it is difficult to rule out the possibility of interpretive or semantic differences between, say, an English be-passive construction and an equivalent get-passive. If there are interpretive differences between two syntactic constructions, then this moves the locus of explanation for variable use out of the grammar an into the external world. It would not be fruitful to write a variable grammar to account for why people sometimes refer to domesticated house pets as cats and sometimes as dogs, nor why people may sometimes refer to the same object as a cup or a bowl depending on what it is filled with.

However, the long standing assumption that the problem of interpretive differences is reserved for morphosyntactic variation is being fairly effectively problematized by more recent work on socioindexical theory (Ochs, 1992; Eckert, 2008). For example, Campbell-Kibler (2011) argues that the two variants [n] and [n] (e.g. walking–walkin’) are associated with distinct social meanings. That is, while the variant walking may be associated with the meaning “educated”, walkin’ is not necessarily associated with the meaning “not educated”, but rather with the meaning “informal”. While in any given utterance the two variants compete for usage, their indexical associations are not interchangeable. Eckert (2008) reviews more examples. This association between social meaning and specific variants goes right back to the origins of modern variationism in Labov (1963), where it was argued that the centralizing forms of /aV/ and /aw/ (\textit{[a]u} and \textit{[a]u}, respectively) were indexcially associated with a positive orientation towards traditional lifestyles on Martha’s Vineyard.

This is to say that for nearly every linguistic variable (phonological or otherwise), the use of one variant over another competing variant carries interpretive differences with it, at least in the sense of “meaning” that includes socio-pragmatic interpretations. There is not yet an obvious or clear-cut way to navigate around this issue.
3 Elaborating the model with interaction

The variable rules paradigm was dramatically advanced and its potential explanatory power expanded with a number of papers on TD Deletion in the early 1990s which focused on how variable phonological rules could interact with each other and with other variable processes.

3.1 Interaction with other variable processes

Guy and Boyd (1990) and Patrick (1991) explored how phonological TD Deletion could interact with variable morphological marking to produce ambiguous TD Absence. For many English varieties, there is a consistent morphological effect on the process of TD Deletion whereby monomorphemes like *mist* undergo deletion at a higher rate than polymorphemic forms like *missed*, while semiweak past tense verbs, like *kept* undergo deletion at an intermediate rate. This is illustrated in (8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>morphological class</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>deletion rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>monomorpheme</td>
<td><em>mist</em></td>
<td>highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semiweak</td>
<td><em>kept+T, left+T</em></td>
<td>intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regular past</td>
<td><em>miss+T</em></td>
<td>lowest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patrick (1991) found that in Jamaican Creole, the regular past tense had the highest rate of TD Absence. While monomorphemes like *mist* had a TD Absence rate of 71%, the regular past had a TD Absence rate of 79%, reversing the ordering of most other English varieties. However, Jamaican Creole was not exceptionally different from other varieties with respect to phonological conditioning (following vowels favored retention, preceding sibilants favored absence, etc.). One distinctive property of Jamaican Creole, however, is its variable past tense marking. For example, the past tense of *give* is variably *give* (approximately 30% of the time (Patrick, 1991, Table 5)), and the past tense of *die*, which is outside the envelope of variation for TD Deletion since it ends in a vowel, is variably *die* (approximately 50% of the time). What Patrick (1991) proposed was that TD Absence in Jamaican creole was due to a mixture of morphological absence, and phonological TD Deletion, schematized in (9). The first branching node represents variable morphological marking, which affects both *miss+T_past* and *die+T_past*, which produces both marked and unmarked forms. The marked forms of *miss+T_past* are then variably subject to TD Deletion because of the resulting [st] cluster, which is represented by the next branching node. *Die+T_past*, however, is not subject to TD Deletion because its vowel final stem does not create a consonant cluster when marked, which is why the marked form is not branching in (9)

Guy and Boyd (1990) approached a very similar phenomena, whereby young children appeared to have a much higher rate of TD Absence in the semiweak verbs like *kept* and *left* than adults did. This is a pattern which has been replicated in every study to compare adults and children’s rate of TD Deletion for these verb classes (Labov, 1989; Roberts, 1997; Smith et al., 2009). Guy and Boyd (1990) proposed that this could be due to the youngest children hypothesizing that the past tense of these verbs is formed with only a stem change (e.g. *kep* and *lef*), without an additional /+T/ affix. That is, the mixture of morphological absence
and phonological deletion leads to a higher rate of TD Absence for semiweak verbs like *kept* compared to regular past tense verbs like *missed* (illustrated in (10)).

(10) Semiweak vs Regular Past tense marking (Guy and Boyd, 1990)

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>keep+T_{past}</th>
<th>miss+T_{past}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no affix</td>
<td>krp</td>
<td>krp+t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miss+t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>deletion + retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>krp</td>
<td>krp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>deletion + retention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

3.1.1 Introducing Ambiguity

With multiple potential sources of surface variants, these analyses introduced structural ambiguity to variation research. In the regular past tense in Jamaican Creole, or semiweak past tense in other varieties, if a single token is observed without a final [t, d], it is ambiguous as to whether it was morphologically absent, or phonologically deleted. In this sense, probabilistic linguistic variation is just like any other domain of linguistic inquiry: what you see is not what you get.

3.2 Cyclic interaction

Another important contribution to variation theory is Guy’s (1991) proposal that variable processes may apply multiple times within different cyclic domains, an idea incorporated from Lexical Phonology. The basic idea in Guy (1991) is that TD Deletion can only occur in word final consonant clusters, and that it cannot apply if there is a morphological bracket between the preceding consonant and the /t, d/. Thus, the morphological effect described above could be redescribed in terms of the cyclic application of a variable rule applying to strings that differ in their bracketing. This is illustrated in (11), where TD Deletion is blocked in the shaded cells by an intervening bracket.

(11) TD Deletion in Lexical Phonology

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>level 1</th>
<th>level 2</th>
<th>postlexical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mist</td>
<td>[mist]</td>
<td>[mist]</td>
<td>mist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kept</td>
<td>[krt]</td>
<td>[kpt]</td>
<td>kept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missed</td>
<td>[msd]</td>
<td>[msd]</td>
<td>missed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Under this analysis, TD Deletion can apply to *mist* within three cyclic domains, *kept* in two, and *missed* in just one. Guy (1991) made the strong, but only possible at the time, assumption that the probability of TD Deletion ($p_{del}$) applying was the same at every level, which would result in an exponential relationship in TD Retention rates.

(12) Probability of TD Retention at Each Level

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>level 1</th>
<th>level 2</th>
<th>postlexical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mist</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kept</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missed</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
<td>(1 - $p_{del}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

This “exponential” relationship initially appeared to be supported by the data (e.g. Santa Ana (1992)), but has not held up quantitatively since then (Smith et al., 2009; Fruehwald, 2012; Tagliamonte and Temple, 2005). However, the broader conclusion that the more cyclic domains a variable phonological process can
apply within, the higher the probability of its surface application has held up. Most notably, it has become a central theoretical plank in the Lifcycle of Phonological Change (Bermúdez-Otero, 2007, 2015), which depends on both the strutral ambiguity involved in combining variable rules and cyclic domains, and the higher probability of rule application the more cyclic domains a rule can apply within.

The Lifcycle of Phonological change is fundamentally a model of the (diachronic development of phonological processes, with some clear synchronic predictions for observed quantitative patterns of variation (sometimes called an ‘amphichronic’ program (Kiparsky, 2006)). One such prediction is that rules that apply in broader cyclic domains (e.g. “postlexical” or “phrase level”) should have a higher probability of application than those that apply in narrower domains (e.g. “level 1” or “stem level”). Despite the differentiation of probabilities across domains, it still holds that the more domains a rule can apply within, the higher the probability that it will have applied at the surface.

Turton (2012) is a good illustration of this more nuanced approach to cyclic interaction of variable rules. In her reanalysis of gradient well-formedness judgments from Hayes (2000), she proposes that there are the following two processes for distributing [l] and [l] in English.

(13) Coda-based darkening

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\ldots \quad \text{l} \rightarrow \text{f}
\end{array} \]

(14) Foot-based darkening

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\Sigma \\
\ldots \quad \text{l} \rightarrow \text{f} \\
\end{array} \]

These two processes could have two distinct rates of application, in addition to variably applying at the stem, word, and phrase level. A broad strokes prediction is that the more processes an item is potentially subject to, the higher the rate of l-darkening, which is exactly what Turton (2012) found. For example, bell is potentially subject to six l-darkening processes (coda and foot based darkening in three cyclic domains), while mail it is only subject to 5 (all the same as bell, except for phrase level coda-based darkening), and in fact, bell has a higher rate of l-darkening than mail it.\(^2\) A more detailed quantitative prediction is that the rates of application for each rule will be higher at the phrase level than the word level, and higher at the word level than the stem level. Turton (2012) could only estimate these different cross-cyclic rates of application for the coda-based darkening, but the prediction held up.

### 3.3 The contribution of “complexity”

At first glance, it may appear that incorporating models of variable morphological marking and cyclic interaction has complexified variation theory. At the very least, it brings variation theory face to face with thorny issues in morphophonology, such as exponence. It also means that accounting for the quantitative patterns in variation requires a more nuanced grammatical analysis than was perhaps previously appreciated, and that we can’t simply account for two surface variants with one rule.

However, the theoretical machinery under such an approach to variation is actually much simpler. As pointed out by Guy (1991), previously the morphological effect on TD Deletion had to be accounted for by stipulative diacritics (+, #). By eliminating these from the formalism and incorporating variable rule application into independently motivated cyclic domains, the theory is simplified. Moreover, the possibility of structural ambiguity in variable rule application, specifically the learner’s inability to attribute rule application to a specific cyclic domain on token-by-token basis allows for what Bermúdez-Otero (2007) calls “input restructuring”, or the postulation of a variable rule existing in a narrower cyclic domain than the previous generation had.

\(^2\)That is, bell has a higher rate of l-darkening in the translation of gradient well formedness judgements to usage rates.
4 Incorporation into mainstream phonology

Phonological variability has more recently been incorporated into mainstream phonology through the development of various flavors of Harmonic Grammars, including Stochastic OT (Boersma and Hayes, 2001), Noisy Harmonic Grammars (Boersma and Pater, 2016) and Maximum Entropy Grammars (Hayes and Wilson, 2008). These approaches are well surveyed by Coetzee and Pater (2011).

It is worth emphasizing at the outset that these approaches to variation developed primarily within the core phonology literature are often trying to capture two fairly different phenomena with a single theoretical mechanism. The first is same concern of variationist sociolinguists: probabilistic linguistic output (e.g. Kiparsky, 1993; Coetzee and Kawahara, 2012; Anttila et al., 2008). The second is gradient well-formedness, where “consultant intuitions are gradient, falling somewhere between complete well-formedness and complete ill-formedness” (Hayes, 2000). In this re-imagining, a generative phonology does not simply define the possible and impossible output strings of the language, but rather assigns a well-formedness score of some kind to all possible output strings. In some way, this allows variationist theory to be more fully integrated into generative phonology, or at least resolves the critique from Kay and McDaniel (1979) that generative grammars are defined only over types. However, original variationist theory was exclusively concerned with the probabilistic linguistic output, and had essentially nothing to say about gradient well-formedness. It has not been suggested anywhere in the sociolinguistic literature that the less frequent variant is also in some sense less “grammatical” or somewhat ill-formed.

There are three broad approaches to accommodating variation into Harmonic Grammars like OT. They are i) underspecification, ii) stochastic re-ranking/re-weighting of constraints, and iii) translating constraint weights into probability distributions over outputs.

4.1 Underspecification

Underspecification is a very common approach to variation, whether it’s phonetic interpolation across phonologically underspecified segments (Keating, 1988), or underspecification of morphological features leading to variable agreement (Adger and Smith, 2010). In the context of Harmonic Grammars, underspecification has been proposed in the forms of Tied Constraints (Anttila, 2004) and Partially Ordered Constraints (Kiparsky, 1993). In the Tied Constraints model, two or more possible outputs have the same violations for all constraints, and are produced at random. That is, the grammar isn’t fully specified with respect to all possible outputs. To illustrate Partially Ordered Constraints, I’ll use the following constraints from Coetzee and Pater (2011) to account for the effect of the following context on TD Deletion.

\[
\begin{align*}
(Ct: & \text{ Don’t have a [Ct] cluster.}) \\
(Max: & \text{ Don’t delete anything.}) \\
(Max-Final: & \text{ Don’t delete anything before a pause.}) \\
(Max-PreV: & \text{ Don’t delete anything before a vowel.})
\end{align*}
\]

A fully specified OT grammar would uniquely define a precedence relationship between all constraints. For example (16) defines only one possible complete ranking, which produced the input-output mappings in (17).

\[
\begin{align*}
(16) & \quad \text{(a)} \quad \text{Max-PreV} \gg Ct \\
        & \quad \text{(b)} \quad Ct \gg \text{Max} \\
        & \quad \text{(c)} \quad \text{Max} \gg \text{Max-Final}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(17) & \quad \text{(a)} \quad \begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{mist fell} & \text{Max-PreV} & \text{*Ct} & \text{Max-Final} \\
\hline
\text{i. mist fell} & !* & \text{---} \\
\hline
\text{ii. mis[∅] fell} & * & \text{---} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]
In the partially ordered constraints approach, one or more of the precedence relationships in (16) is undefined, allowing one or more constraint to “float” with respect to the others. For example, if none of precedence relationships between the constraints in (16) were defined, this would result in 24 possible grammars. Of these 24 possible grammars, 8 would produce TD Deletion in the string “mist in”. In the partially ordered constraints model, it is equiprobable for a speaker to be in any of the possible 24 grammar states, meaning TD Deletion would be predicted pre-vocally \( \frac{8}{24} = 33\% \) of the time. Table (18) displays the predicted rates of TD Deletion for differently defined precedence relations, leaving the remainder underspecified.

The drawback to the partially ordered constraints model is that for any given set of precedence relationships, exactly one quantitative outcome is predicted (Coetzee and Pater, 2011). Returning to the example where all precedence relationships in (15) are underspecified, pre-vocalic TD Deletion is predicted 33% of the time, and only 33% of the time. The research discussed in § 2.4.2 suggests that learners acquire specific and arbitrary probabilities of usage for variants, while in the partially ordered constraints approach, only one fixed probability is representable.

### 4.2 Stochastic Re-Ranking/Weighting

In order to incorporate arbitrary probabilities into a Harmonic Grammar, it is necessary to incorporate constraint weights in some fashion, which is what both Stochastic OT (Boersma and Hayes, 2001) and Noisy Harmonic Grammars (Boersma and Pater, 2016) do. The kind of weights that these approaches attach to their constraints are somewhat different, so I will illustrate with the Noisy-HG constraint weights learned for African American English from Coetzee and Pater (2011). Using the same constraint set (15), both a Noisy-HG and a Stochastic OT grammar may look like (19).
In a Stochastic-OT approach, the constraints are ranked according to their weights (as shown in (19)) and evaluated exactly like all other OT tableaux. However, during evaluation, some noise is added to the constraint weights, increasing some and decreasing others. This noise could be sufficient to rerank two similarly weighted constraints (like \( *Ct \) and Max in (19)), resulting in a potentially different winning candidate.

Noisy-HG evaluates candidates differently. It is not the case that the candidate with the lowest ranked constraint violations wins. Rather, for each candidate, its violations are multiplied by the constraint ranking, and summed (resulting in a harmony score of -101 for mist and -95.5 for mis\( \emptyset \) in (19)). The candidate with the largest harmony score wins. Just like Stochastic-OT, at evaluation random noise is added to the constraint weights, which affects candidates' harmony scores.

Stochastic-OT and Noisy-HG have different formal properties (e.g. Noisy-HG has constraint cumulativity). However, for the purpose of variation theory they are roughly equivalent. The arbitrary probability with which one variant may be used versus another is captured by the constraint weights. Variable output results from speakers being in different grammar states from one moment to the next. At one moment, a speaker may have a larger weight for Max than \( *Ct \), and at the next vice versa, resulting in variable deletion. This model of variation is actually much more similar to what is sometimes called Competing Grammars in syntactic variation (Kroch, 1989). In Stochastic-OT, it is also harder to conflate output probabilities with gradient wellformedness, since it does not produce a score of any sort for each candidate.

### 4.3 Generating Probability Distributions

The Harmonic Grammar model most similar quantitatively and theoretically to the Variable Rules paradigm is the Maximum Entropy (or MaxEnt) model (Hayes and Wilson, 2008). A MaxEnt Model looks very similar to a Noisy Harmonic Grammar, except rather than the candidate with the largest harmony score winning, the harmony scores are translated directly into probability distributions, then output candidates are sampled from these distributions. There is no noisy perturbation of the constraint weights in this approach. For the exact mathematical details of how this is done, see Goldwater and Johnson (2003), Hayes and Wilson (2008) or Coetzee and Pater (2011). The harmony scores in (19) would result in a probability distribution selecting mist 0.4% of the time, and mis\( \emptyset \) 99.6% of the time. MaxEnt models have many of the same properties as Variable Rules. For example, both formalisms utilize weights of some kind on linguistic representations (phonological features for Variable Rules and phonological constraints for MaxEnt) with a mathematical function defined to combine these weights into a resulting probability. Mathematically, logistic regressions, which have been used for variable rule analysis, are a subclass of MaxEnt models. However, an important theoretical divergence between MaxEnt models and Variable Rules is MaxEnt models strongly conflate usage frequencies and gradient well-formedness, while Variable Rules were only ever meant to capture usage frequencies.

### 5 Aphonomological Approaches

Of course, it would be impossible to discuss the approaches to phonological variation without addressing what could be called “aphonomological” approaches, like Exemplar Theory. As variation data has become more popular within theoretical phonology, exemplar theoretic approaches have grown in popularity within sociolinguistic research, so much so that a special volume of the Journal of Phonetics was dedicated to the topic (Jannedy and Hay, 2006). From the observation that listeners are sensitive to and remember phonetic details of specific speakers’ voices (Goldinger, 1996) (i.e. “indexical” information in the meaning of Laver
Exemplar Theory pursues the hypothesis that speakers’ knowledge of their language’s sound system includes phonetically rich memory traces of specific linguistic experiences. Proposals for the exact nature of this exemplar-based knowledge differ. Bybee (2002), for example, proposes that phonetic memory traces in an associationist network with social and semantic meanings constitute speakers’ entire knowledge of sound systems (much like Paul’s theory, discussed above). Pierrehumbert (2006) advocates for a more hybridized approach.

Part of the popularity of Exemplar Theory within sociolinguistic research is undoubtedly due to its ability to capture sociolinguistic information in its representation (Foulkes and Docherty, 2006). Details about speaker and the social context are meant to be associated with the specific memory traces the speaker produced, which could go some way towards a theory of how speakers acquire knowledge about phonetic variants’ indexical association (Foulkes et al., 2010). However, a perponderence of Exemplar Theoretic research focuses on the effect of word frequency on variation and change. The exact nature of frequency effects on sound change predominate the debate between proponents and critics of Exemplar Theory (Dinkin, 2008; Cohen-Goldberg, 2015; Hay et al., 2015).

The Exemplar Theoretic approach to variation is based on the production-perception feedback loop (specific approaches outlined in Pierrehumbert (2001), Wedel (2006) and Garrett and Johnson (2013)). In these models, speakers have a target production, which is either a specific phonetic memory trace sampled with some weighting from their remembered experiences, or an average generated from those remembered experiences. The eventual percept experienced by their interlocutor is not always the same as the intended production target due to transmission errors either in production or perception. These errors are not unbiased, resulting in systematic mixture of exemplars. By hypothesis, the unit of storage (i.e. the phrase, word or lexeme) will exhibit systematic effects based on its accidental long term distribution. Using TD Deletion as an example, if the word *mist* appeared in deletion favoring contexts (due to articulatory or perceptual reasons) more than the word *missed*, Exemplar Theory predicts that the long term effect is that *mist* will have more t-less target productions than *missed*. In fact, this very analysis has been proposed to account for the morphological effect on TD Deletion (Bybee, 2002; Temple, 2009). More work is necessary to establish the expected magnitude and sign of frequency effects on variation, and whether the long term distributional differences between lexical items is sufficiently different enough to produce the observed effects in variation (Cohen-Goldberg, 2015).

6 Looking forward

Whether or not Exemplar Theory is correct with respect to the nature of speakers’ knowledge of sound systems, it is the case that speakers’ socioindexical knowledge and word-frequency effects must be accounted for in variation theory in some way. Typically, the way this has been done in variation theory has been to incorporate any discovered effect on variation into the formalism, a move greatly facilitated by the conflation of statistical regression techniques with “the grammar.” This tendency can be seen all the way back in Weinreich et al. (1968) in the very rule for r-vocaliation reproduced in (2) above, which includes style, age, and class in the formal specification. A more contemporary example is Coetzee and Kawahara (2012), who propose that word frequency alters contraint weightings, with more frequent words having lower weighted faithfulness constraints.

However, a unitary approach to accounting for variation has not always been adhered to. At times, it has been proposed that there may be a separate “sociolinguistic monitor” (Labov et al., 2011) or “sociocultural selection device” (Preston, 2004). Moreover there are some factors that have been found to influence variation that could not be plausibly incorporated into a formal theory. For example, Tamminga (2014) found that the probability of a past tense verb undergoing TD Deletion (like *missed*) is affected by whether the speaker deleted /t, d/ on the previous past tense verb they produced, an effect that slowly decays the longer ago it was that the previous past tense verb was produced. In order to incorporate this persistence effect into a formal grammar, like a variable rule, the rule would also have to have a memory (to store the output of its previous use) and a timer. In another case, MacKenzie (2013) found that the number of words in an...
NP affects the probability that an auxiliary will contract onto the NP. It is a continuous effect, with each additional word in the NP decreasing the probability of contraction. Incorporating this factor into a formal model would require a grammar that counted the number of words in a preceding NP, at least up to 5, at which point contraction is almost entirely blocked.

In cases like these, the factors influencing variable linguistic output don’t appear to ever condition categorical alternations. This, along with other evidence, has led Tamminga et al. (2016) to propose decomposing the causal forces on variation into three factors:

(19) (a) Social-stylistic factors (s-conditioning)
(b) Internal linguistic factors (i-conditioning)
(c) Psychological and psycholinguistic factors (p-conditioning)

This is a very different kind of decomposition than the earlier proposals covered in §3 that multiple variable processes may be responsible for producing observed variable output. The interaction between variable morphological marking and variable phonological deletion would both broadly fall under i-conditioning in the Tamminga et al. (2016) account. On the other hand, factors such as how recently a speaker used a specific variant, or how many words are in the preceeding NP, fall under p-conditioning, as these are effects related to the psycholinguistic planning of utterances.

It is possible that psycholinguistic approaches to variation will become even more prevalent in the near future. The small and growing literature on the topic includes effects of production planning on [m ~ η] variation (Wagner, 2011, 2012), TD Deletion (Tanner et al., 2015) and auxiliary contraction (Mackenzie, 2016). The upshot of accounting for some factors influencing variation in production planning is that they are not incorporated into the narrow grammar. That is, there is no need to incorporate timers, word counters (or perhaps even word frequencies) into phonological rules or constraints, as they have a separate and independently motivated causal source in speech planning.

This move to place some explanation for variation within speech planning is simultaneously adopting the position of Chomsky (1965) that some factors influencing variation are “grammatically irrelevant” and may be “random or characteristic”, while still placing them within the scope of linguistic inquiry. The fact that many approaches attempt to account for variation entirely within grammatical formalism could be partially due to the overreliance on grammatical notation as a descriptive device, but almost certainly is largely due to the dictum that that which is linguistic is grammatical. By incorporating production planning and other additional extra-grammatical factors into variation theory, grammatical theory is kept cleaner (some may say “minimalist”) while still pursuing an accountable variationist theory. To be clear, it does not seem likely that the totality of linguistic variation could be reduced to extra-grammatical factors. As discussed above, children appear to acquire specific and arbitrary probabilities of use for linguistic variants that must be included in their knowledge of their language. At the very least, grammatical factors appear to constrain and potentiate variation, as was observed by Labov (1969) in his variable rule formalism.

7 Glancing back

An interesting aspect of this research program into the dynamics of variation in individuals is that it has a strong focus on the mentalistic construal of grammar, and therefore the individual and their idiolect. The effect of individual differences is being investigated not only terms of variable production, but also in terms of listeners’ sensitivity to the socioindexical meaning of variants (Wagner and Hesson, 2014). It would seem that despite the strength of Weinreich, Labov & Herzog’s (1968) critique of the idiolect, or even Labov (2006) asserting that “the individual does not exist as a linguistic entity,” the field of variationism appears to moving towards greater theorizing of the individual.

However, some other recent work broadly falling under the study of individual differences suggest that Labov was right to say that it is at the level of the speech community that linguistic coherence is found. In comparing allophony patterns of /a/ and /l/, Mielke et al. (2016) find that /a/ has complex and highly idiosyncratic
conditioning, while /l/ is much more systematically constrained. They attribute this to the fact that the articulatory allophones of /x/ (bunched vs retroflex) are perceptually indistinct, leading speakers to adopt allophony strategies that are most natural for their own articulatory anatomies, while /l/ allophones (light vs dark) are perceptually distinct, leading to a community of speakers coordinating on a conventionalized allophony. That is, the coherence and systematicity of allophony patterns are the product of the speech community, not individuals.

Having reviewed the history of variationist study, it should be clear that this is not the only case of an old debate resurfacing with the same arguments being rediscovered and re-framed. In the 19th century, Paul theorized that speakers’ knowledge of their language consisted of an associationist network between phonetic realizations and semantic meanings, very similar to contemporary Exemplar Theoretic models. In the 1970s, variationists utilized logistic regression as a model of variable grammars, which is mathematically identical to Maximum Entropy Grammars in the case where only two output candidates are being evaluated. While Kay and McDaniel (1979) insisted that variable rules were not Generative, because grammars only define licit and illicit strings of the language, contemporary Harmonic Grammars assign well-formedness scores to strings.

It is possible that the similarities between these cases are strictly superficial. The researchers engaged in these similar appearing research programs and questions may not have “seen” the world the same (in the sense of Kuhn (2012)). What should be clear, however, is that in exploring the history of a field like variationism, it is important not to develop a false sense of ever advancing scientific progress, nor to assume that the questions of today have somehow superceded the concerns of the past.
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